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Abstract
We investigate photocurrents driven by femtosecond laser excitation of a (sub)-nanometer tunnel
junction in an ultrahigh vacuum low-temperature scanning tunnelingmicroscope (STM). The
optically driven charge transfer is revealed by tip retraction curves showing a current contribution for
exceptionally large tip-sample distances, evidencing a strongly reduced effective barrier height for
photoexcited electrons at higher energies. Ourmeasurements demonstrate that themagnitude of the
photo-induced electron transport can be controlled by the laser power as well as the applied bias
voltage. In contrast, the decay constant of the photocurrent is onlyweakly affected by these
parameters. Stable STMoperationwith photoelectrons is demonstrated by acquiring constant current
topographies. An effective non-equilibrium electron distribution as a consequence ofmultiphoton
absorption is deduced by the analysis of the photocurrent using a one-dimensional potential barrier
model.

Introduction

The combination of ultrafast laser pulses with scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM) promises advancements in
surface science by connecting sub-nanometer resolutionwith light-driven dynamics [1–5]. Various optically
induced phenomena have been investigated on an atomic level, such as surface photochemical reactions [6–13],
photo-inducedmolecularmotion [14–19], charging of individualmolecules, defects, dopants and
nanostructures [20–26], and tip-enhanced Raman scattering by nanostructures and singlemolecules [27–32].
Time-resolved STMoperation gains particular attention in the formof pump-probe excitation of dynamical
processes, which can reach the femtosecond (fs) domain [9, 16, 21–23, 25, 33–39].

Light emission from the tunnel gap is exploited to investigate inelastic electron transport across the tip-
sample contact, such as the radiative decay of localized plasmons [40–44], mapping ofmolecular orbitals [45], as
well as time-resolved and time-correlated electroluminescence [46–48]. The inverse process—exciting the
tunnel junction by photons—involves several experimental complications. Particularly, the temperature
modulation accompanied by pulsed illumination results in junction instabilities, often obscuring the signals or
preventing atomic resolution, as investigated in [1, 49]. Recent technological developments, including the
application of THz transients [16, 33], shaken pulse-pair excitation (SPPX) [50, 51], two-color SPPX [52, 53],
two-pulse picking [22, 23] and cross-polarized double beatmethods [54, 55] have led to a reliable laser coupling
to STM. Further near-field schemes, such as plasmonic nanofocusing, have the potential to further enhance the
coupling to the tunneling gap [56–60].

Alongside this instrumental progress, a detailed understanding of the properties of a tunnel contact during
and after fs-laser illumination remains of interest, involving linear and nonlinear absorptionmechanisms,
transientmodifications of the localfield distribution, and the diverse pathways of excited charge carriers.
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Specifically, the energetic distribution of the tunneling electrons due to the optical excitation and the roles of
different photocurrent channels is of particular relevance.

In this work, we study the generation of photocurrents by fs-laser pulses in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) low-
temperature STM. The light-driven electron transportmanifests itself inmodified current-distance
dependencies characterized by amuch larger decay length compared to regular tunneling.While themagnitude
of the photocurrent can be controlled by the incident laser power and the bias voltage, its decay length is largely
unaffected by these parameters. Thus, the size of the tunneling gap can be used to vary the ratio of regular
tunneling to optically driven electron transfer which allows for stable laser based constant-current imaging of a
Cu(100) surface. The observed decay lengths of the photocurrent cannot be directly attributed to the spatially
dependent field enhancement of a plasmonic gapmode. In order to identify themechanismunderlying of these
enhanced photocurrents, we performed simulations based on a one-dimensional transportmodel and an
effective electron occupation. From these simulations, we identify themajor contribution to the photocurrent
with transfer channels for hot electronswith energies near the potential barriermaximum.

Methods

The experiments were performedwith a home-built UHV low-temperature STMat a base pressure of
5× 10−11 mbar and a base temperature of 80 K.Depending on the chosen bandwidth of themeasurement
electronics and the stability of the tip-sample contact, a current resolution of 50–200 fA is achieved in our setup.
The bias voltageUB is applied to the sample while the tip is virtually connected to ground via the current
amplifier. Electrochemically etched gold tips and aCu(100) crystal have been utilized as the probe and surface
material, respectively (figure 1(a)).

Amode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser oscillatorwith a center wavelength of 785 nmand 80MHz repetition rate is
used for optical excitation. Pulse duration and focus diameter in the STMchamber are estimated to 70 fs and
18 μmfull-width at half-maximum (FWHM) (see appendix ‘Interferometric autocorrelation’). The light
polarizationwas chosen to be aligned along the tip’s symmetry axis (unless otherwise stated). An overlap of the
tunnel contact and the laser focus is achieved by a plano-convex lens ( f=200 mm)mounted outside the STM
chamber on a 3D-translation stage (see focal raster scan in the left inset offigure 1(c)). The optical table and
floating STMplatform aremechanically decoupled; relativemovements of the focus to the tunnel gap are
compensated by an active beam stabilization system. Experimental details are found in the appendix ‘Methods’.

Experiments

The fundamental ability of resolving single atoms in STM is based on the exponential decay of the tunnel current
I upon retracting the tip by the displacement z from the sample. For our system—without illumination—a
standard I z( ) curve is plotted infigure 1(b) (black line)4 showing a slope of 0.8 decades per Ångström,
corresponding to an apparent barrier height (ABH) of 3.2 eV for the tunneling electrons (for a definition of the
ABH see appendix ‘Apparent barrier height’).With a setpoint current of =I 500 pA,SP the tunnel current
drops below a noise level upon retracting the tip by∼0.5 nm.

A striking change of the retraction curves is observedwhen the junction is illuminatedwith fs-laser pulses
(figure 1(b), red to yellow lines).Whereas the current closely follows the (unilluminated) reference at small
distances, illumination of the gap greatly enhances the current for increasing displacements. For these larger
displacements, the curves again decay as a single exponential. Increasing the laser power to 4.3 mW the photo-
driven contribution raises to the 100 fA level up to a distance of 2.3 nm.

Wedescribe the distance-dependent current as the sumof a regular tunneling contribution and a
photocurrent, fitting the expression

k k+ = - + -I z z I z I zexp 2 exp 2 1total 0 SP tc pc pc( ) · ( ) · ( ) ( )

to the experimental data, where z0 is the tip-sample distance at which the setpoint is reachedwithout laser
illumination.We extract the photo-driven current fraction I I ,pc SP( )/ regular tunnel current ABH

kF =  m2 etc
2

tc
2 / and photocurrent ABH kF =  m2 epc

2
pc
2 / from the obtained decay constants (me is the

electronmass).
For the regular tunneling contribution, wefind the ABH to be independent of the applied laser power; the

value of F ~ 3.2 eVtc agrees well with that of the reference curve. In contrast, the ABHof the photo-induced

4
Note that throughout this paper, the given displacements z are relative to a starting point z0(UB = 2 V, ISP), i.e. the initial tip-sample

distance, defined by the bias voltageUB (set to 2 V) and the set point current ISP without laser illumination. Usually, z0 attains values between
0.7 and 0.9 nm for typical tunnel parameters [61]. Additionally, z0must bemodified byΔz(UB,P)when changing the bias voltage or laser
power (see appendix ‘Start point correction’).
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current is F ~ 0.2 eV.pc Interestingly, it also shows no dependency on the laser power. The 16 fold reduction of
the ABH is an indication of tunneling electrons excited to higher energy levels, close to the vacuumedge. The
fraction of the photocurrent prefactors I Ipc SP/ changes from<1% for the lowest to 60% for the highest
measured laser power. Due to the additional photocurrent, for laser illumination, the setpoint is established at
an offset distanceD >z P 0( ) from z ,0 determined from the condition + D =I z z P Itotal 0 SP( ( )) (see appendix
‘Start point correction’). Note that these offsets are ofminormagnitude.

The high stability of our setup allows for an investigation of the nonlinearity of the photocurrent
(figure 1(c)). As reference, wemeasured the photo-emitted current for the retracted tip (∼1 μmdistance to the
sample). Laser-driven electron currents from free-standing gold tips previously revealedmultiphoton
photoemission (MPPE) processes [58, 62–66]. This is described by a generalized Fowler–DuBridge theory
connecting the current with the average laser power P by a power law, I ~ Pn [67]. The effective nonlinear order
n is ameasure of the number of photons per electron involved in the photoemission process.We observe a
nonlinearity of 3.9 (purple dots), close to the expected value for anAu tipwith awork function of~5 eV.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. A gold tip andCu(100) surface are used as probe and sample,
respectively. The p-polarized laser field (E0) propagatingwith thewave vector k is focused onto the tunnel contact (see photo).
Generally, themeasured current is a function of gapwidth, bias voltage and laser power (indicated in the zoom-in). Laser illumination
leads to an enhanced near-field Enf in the tunnel junction. (b)Current-distance dependencies without (black dots) andwith gap
illumination (increasing power from red to yellowdots: 1.0, 1.3, 1.8, 2.5, 3.3 and 4.3 mW) (logarithmic scale). The inset schematically
demonstrates themeasurement: Starting from the setpoint of 500 pA reached at + Dz z P ,0 ( ) the tip is retractedwhilemeasuring the
current. (c)Double-logarithmic plot of the current as a function of average laser power for different tip displacements (0.03, 0.3, 0.5,
and 0.9 nm (yellow to blue)). The effective nonlinearities n resulting from linearfits (solid lines) are indicated near the curves. For
comparison, the current-power dependency of the tip retracted~1 μmfrom the surface is plotted in purple. (Right inset)Nonlinearity
as a function of tip displacement. For >z 0.5 nm the nonlinear order attains a nearly constant value of∼2.5. (Left inset) Focal raster
scan across the tunnel gap for a tip displacement of 0.9 nm (scale bar: 5 μm) demonstrating amore strongly confined photocurrent
(∼20 μm2) than the focus spot size (∼250 μm2).
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For different tips, wefind values of n between 3.5 and 4.5, consistent with earlier results for free-standing tips
[58, 62, 64]. For the tip-sample contact, the nonlinear order is greatly suppressed: n attains a constant value
of~2.5 for all displacements >z 0.5 nm (right inset infigure 1(c)), which is in accordance with a previous
result [36]. Importantly, this nonlinearity indicates lower-order emission processes for the photon-driven
current contribution compared to the free-standing tip. For <z 0.5 nm (green and yellow line), the found
values are further reduced by the additional regular tunneling, which starts to dominate upon approaching the
setpoint. Hence, this reduction in nonlinearity is not linked to a change of the electron transfer process.
Interferometric autocorrelationmeasurements of the photocurrents emitted from a free-standing tip and in the
tunnel contact confirmed the general trend of a reduced nonlinear order for the gap illumination (see appendix
‘Interferometric autocorrelation’).

The reduced barrier involved in the photo-induced electron transfer suggests a further investigation of the
photocurrent dependency on the barrier shape and height, which can be adjusted by the bias voltage
(figure 2(a)).While the data at a low bias voltage ( <U 5 VB ) can be described by the above-mentioned bi-
exponential behavior, additional features are observed for >U 5 V.B These are attributed tofield emission
resonances (FER), also evident as peaks in the Dz Ud d B( )/ spectrum [68–71] (bottom inset offigure 2(a))
(details are found in the appendix ‘Field emission resonances’). Formeasurements in the interval from2 to 8 V,
we extract regular tunneling ABHs ranging from3.0 eVdown to 0.5 eV, respectively. These valuesmatch to the
found Ftc without illumination (a comparison of dark versus illuminated data is given infigure A3 in the
appendix ‘Bias voltage dependentmeasurements’). Interestingly, the determined ABHs of the photocurrents do
not exhibit such a trend, with values weakly varying around a few to a few tens ofmeV.

The transition to the negative bias voltages regime -  U1 V 0 VB( ) reveals positive, photo-driven
currents (figure A4 in the appendix ‘Bias voltage dependentmeasurements’): Although the negative setpoint
results in a negative regular tunneling (from the sample to the tip) for very small displacements, we find optically
driven electron transfer reverse to the static electric field (from the tip to the sample) for larger tip displacements.
Note that for -U 1 VB the positive photocurrent is compensated by negative photo-driven currents from the
surface.

Laser-driven STM
Controlling the photocurrent fraction I Ipc SP/ allows for a transition from regular to photon based imaging. To
investigate the impact of surface features on the photocurrent and on topographic information, wemeasured

Figure 2. (a)Measured current-distance dependencies I z( ) for different bias voltages from2 to 8 V (black dots)under constant gap
illuminationwith 3.4 mWpower and a setpoint current of 100 pA. The curves are plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale and are
vertically shifted for clarity (data points below the noise level of 200 fA are excluded). Horizontally, the curves are shifted due to start
distance changes + Dz z U0 B( ) upon ramping the bias voltage according to a separateDz UB( )measurement (top inset and appendix
‘Start point correction’). Solid lines are the simulation results based on a one-dimensional potentialmodel (details in the text). Upon
changing the bias voltage, different field emission resonances become accessible by the electrons, as demonstrated by peaks occurring
in the derivative of theDz UB( ) dependency (bottom inset). (b)Modeled potential barriers for 2 V (iii, iv) and 8 V (i, ii) at gapwidths
indicated in (a). Themajor current channels are indicated by the red arrowswith differentmagnitudes (arrow length is not to scale).
Color shaded areas assign to the relevant barrier. The Fermi energy levels of the tip and sample are given as horizontal lines on the left
and right side of the potential barrier.
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constant-current topographies of a Cu(100) surface coveredwith 0.1–0.2monolayers of Ge clusters (figure 3).
By controlling the setpoint current and laser illumination, we can change the ratio I Ipc SP/ (figure 3(d)).
Interestingly, bothmeasurements with laser excitation for =I I 8%pc SP/ (b) and =I I 98%pc SP/ (c) resolve all
features present in the reference topographywithout illumination (a) (there is a small thermally induced drift).
Some blurring in (c) is attributed to the increased tip-sample distance (broader transfer function of the tip).
Figure 3(e) demonstrates for all three scenarios (standard tunneling, =I I 8%,pc SP/ and =I I 98%pc SP/ ) a
quantitative agreement of the topographic heights of the Cu step edge and theGe clusters.

We note thatmultiple sequentiallymeasured topographies with andwithout laser illumination showno
indication of a tip- or laser-induced surfacemodification.We can therefore rule out previously observed
changes in surfacemorphology [72], induced by thermal tip expansion and penetration into the surface
[1, 73, 74].

Modeling
In the following, we address themechanismunderlying the observed current-distance characteristics I z( ) for
the optically excited tunnel junction. Generally, the electron transport is determined by twomajor quantities.
Firstly, the charge carrier has a transfer probabilityT to transmit fromone electrode to the other. Specifically,T
is determined by the potential barrier formed between both electrodes.Hence, it is a function of the electron
energy E, the gapwidth ~z zgap and the bias voltageU .B Secondly, the number of transmitting charge carriers is
given by the initial occupied and by the final empty states. In an elastic process, this number is a function of the
occupation distribution and density of states of the tip and sample at the energy E [61].

Under fs-laser excitation both the transmission probability and the electron population can be transiently
changed due to photon absorption or localfieldmodifications.However, formoderate excitation intensities
(perturbative regime), we can exclude strong-field effects on the potential landscape determining the
transmission probability (see discussion) [36, 64]. Therefore, the impact of the laser excitation on the electron
population can bemodeled by an effective time-averaged occupation function feff [62, 75].

Figure 3. (a)–(c)Constant-current topographies of theCu(100) surfacewithGe clusters (white regions) including aCu step edge
(located on the left) for different excitation conditions and setpoint currents =U 2 V .B( ) The colored lines represent the line profiles
plotted in (e). Note that the topography section of (a) is slightly shifted compared to (b) and (c)due to thermal drift. (a)Reference
topographywith =I 100 pASP without laser excitation. (b), (c) topographiesmeasuredwith laser excitation =P 0.4 mW( ) for a
setpoint current of 100 pA (b) and 3 pA (c). The latter current is composed by>98%of laser-driven electrons (compare the associated
I z( ) curve (red dots) in (d)with the dark reference curve (blue dots)). The chosen setpoint used in (c) and the respective tip
displacement are indicated by the black line as a guide to the eye. (e) Line sections along the lines indicated in (a), (b), and (c) for the
three conditions of =I 100 pASP without laser (blue), =I 100 pASP with light excitation (red), and =I 3 pASP with light excitation
(orange). The lines are vertically shifted by 0.1 nm for clarity. Evidently, thematching of the three profiles, including theCu step edge
andGe clusters, demonstrate the conformity of standard and laser-driven topographic imaging in our experiment.
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Based on the Bardeenmodel for tunneling, we calculate the current I by an energy (E) integral over the
product of the electron occupation feff and the transmission probabilityT [61]:

ò~
¥

I z U f E E z T E z U EE, , , , , d , 2B nf
0

eff nf B( ) ( ( )) · ( ) ( )

assuming a constant density of states for the tip and the sample. The temperature of the sample is set to 0 K,
hence, the electron occupation is unity up to the Fermi level on the sample side. Importantly, the electron
population in the tip feff is given by the absorption of photons from the enhanced near-field Enf in the tunnel
gap (see zoom-in infigure 1(a)), which depends on the laser power, the tip-sample geometry and the dielectric
response of thematerials. Especially, for gold nanostructures excitedwith near-infrared light, we expect a strong
enhancement of Enf due to a local surface plasmon (gap plasmon) [29, 41, 76, 77]. Explicitly, both the
occupation feff and transmissionT are functions of the tip-sample distance ~z z,gap which is given by the tip
displacement z in the experiment.

Wefirst consider the possibility of the localfield zEnf ( ) responsible for themeasured photocurrent spatial
decay. Since the plasmonic enhancement is a function of the system’s geometry and the dielectric properties of
thematerials, a strongmodification of Enf is expectedwhen sharp features on the surface or differentmaterials
are present in the gap [55, 60, 77–79]. This should lead to different topographic heights when imaging the surface
with photo-driven electrons compared to the regular tunneling. Yet, wefind the same topographic profiles for
both cases (seefigure 3(c)).

Moreover, given the experimental geometry, the very short decay lengths render the gap plasmon
z-dependency an unlikely explanation. Specifically, the expectedfield-distance dependency of the signal can be
estimated by a coupled dipole approximation, with the tip apexmodeled as a sphere (see appendix ‘Near-field
enhancement’) [80]. The associated electric field component in the ¢z -direction Enf is given by an algebraic
relation ~ + -E z Rnf gap T

3( ) with the tip radius RT and gapwidth ~z zgap [29]. Estimating the distance
dependency of a current driven by a nonlinear process ( ~I z E z n

nf
2( ) ∣ ( )∣ ) for different tip radii and =n 2.5

(figure A6 in the appendix ‘Near-field enhancement’), the observed decay lengths in our experiment could only
be achieved for unrealistically small tip radii (5 nm). However, such radii would lead to a strong deviation
froman exponential law, in contrast to our experimental findings.We estimate a signal reduction by a factor of
up to~11 in the experimentally relevant regime of 0.7–3.2 nm for a tip radius providing a nearly exponential
decay of the near-field (the actual reduction factor is expected to be even lower, since plasmon-driven tunneling
reduces thefield enhancement for very low distances [29, 81]). In contrast, wefind reduction factors of up to 104

in the related distance regime in our experiment (see figure 1(c)). Interestingly, a current-distance dependency
measured for increased laser powers (~35 mW) strongly deviates from the low-power experiments (figure A7 in
the appendix ‘Near-field enhancement’). The setpoint current is purely laser-driven. Therefore, the tip-sample
distancemust be considerably larger5. In this case, it deviates from an exponential lawwith a decay lengthmuch
larger compared to the curves infigure 1(b) andfigure 2(a), and the current converges to afinite value of 0.4 pA
at the distance of 10 nm.A tip radius of =R 28 nmT and a nonlinear order of =n 4.4 is extracted from afit of
the coupled dipolemodel to the data in figure A7.We attribute these results to a four-photon process
dominating the intermediate distance regimewith a current decay governed by zE .nf ( ) Thus, another
mechanismmust be responsible for the observed decay length scale for the short distance regime and the near-
field enhancement is assumed to be constant in themodel discussed below. Consequently, the effective
occupation distribution has only an explicit energy dependency, whereas the near-field enters as a parameter
given by the laser power ( =f E f EE, Peff nf( ) ( )).

Wefind the z-dependency of the transmission probabilityT E z U, , B( ) to explain the observed
photocurrent spatial decay.We calculateT with a one-dimensional representation of the potential landscape
including image potentials for both electrodes (figure 4(a) and panels (i)–(iv) infigure 2(b)). Field emission
resonances and their spectral change due to the Stark shift is covered by themodel as well. For this potential, we
numerically solve the Schrödinger equationwith theNumerovmethod (see schematic wave function in
figure 4(a)) and extract the transmission probability from the found scattering parameters [82, 83]. A detailed
description is found in the appendix ‘Transportmodel’. From equation (2) the current with its tip-sample
distance and bias voltage dependency is simulated as a function of the excited electron population f EP ( ) ,

ò=
¥

I z U C f E T E z U E, , , d , 3B P B
0

( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )

with a scaling constant C. f EP ( ) ismodeled as a parameterized sumover N Fermi–Dirac distributions of
differentmagnitudes A ,j energy intervals Ej and energy widthsDEj [62, 75]:

5
A precise start distance cannot be given, since no reference in the formof a transition starting from regular tunneling is present in the data.
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whereas the tunnel current reveals the general distribution of electrons, it is not necessarily sensitive to the exact
locations of the intervals E .j Thus, for simplicity, we set the energy intervals of f EP ( ) tomultiples of the photon
energy w= E jj · above the Fermi energy, with integer j and w = 1.55 eV.Wefind that one unexcited
( =j 0) and two higher-energy contributions ( =j 1, 2) are fully sufficient to describe the data.

We note that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the energy intervals and the respective one- or
two-photon absorption process. Specifically, the observed nonlinear order of 2.5 indicates that other factors,
including lower-lying initial states and energy redistribution by thermalization, significantly affect the resulting
carrier distribution. The parameters adjusted are the amplitudes A1 and A2 relative to A0 (set to unity), the
energywidthsDE1 andDE ,2 and the scaling constant C.The broadeningD =E 7 meV0 is set to correspond to
the base temperature of 80 K.

Simulation results
The simulations yield a general agreementwith the respective experimental curves demonstrating the broad
applicability of themodel (lines infigures 2(a) and 5(a)). One representative result is presented infigure 4(c)
alongwith the respective occupation function infigure 4(b). Each individual current channel (black lines and
colored areas) exhibits an almost ideal exponential decay over all displacements and justifies the previously
appliedmulti-exponential fits. As found before, the short- and long-distance ranges are dominated to nearly
100%by the regular and high-energy contributions (I2), respectively. Thefirst photocurrent channel (I1)
contributes only in a narrow transition regionwith a few percent of the total current (figure 4(d)).

We identify the electron energy regions fromwhich the current channels are originating by calculating the
product G =E Cf E T E ,P P( ) ( ) · ( ) i.e. the integrand of equation (3) (figure 4(e)). Several conclusions can be
drawn: (1)While I2 is the dominant photo-driven current for all bias voltages, the relative fraction I I1 2/

becomesmore substantial at higher bias voltages. (2)The higher-energy contributions are always close to the
potential barriermaximum (extracted from the simulation and indicated by dashed lines in figure 4(e)), which is
consistent with the fitted ABHof a few tens ofmeV.However, there is always a significant above-barrier fraction
(up to 80% (0.8 pA) for the 2 V case). (3)The energy bandwidth (FWHM) of the channels is of the order of 0.5 eV

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of the one-dimensional potential barriermodel used to calculate the electronic transmission
probability. The triangular potential due to the bias voltage and the difference between thework functions (dashed black line) is
superimposedwith the image potentials of tip and sample resulting in the total potential (black solid line). A schematic electronwave
function is plotted as the blue line. (b)The three-component electron occupation distribution associatedwith the simulation result
shown in (c). (c)Experimental I z( ) curve (black dots), together with the sumof the three channels (red solid line). The colored areas
beneath the curves assign the energy domains of the occupation in (b) to the resulting current in (c). (d)Current fraction at each tip
displacement for the three channels. (e)Representations of the energetic composition of the current for three currents (100, 10 and 1
pA columns) and for three bias voltages (2, 4 and 8 V, rows). The corresponding displacements are indicated in the bottom right
corners. Colors refer to the particular energy channel the electron is transferring from (as in (b)–(d)). Barrier potentialmaxima are
indicated by the dashed black lines. The numbers specify the partial current in units of electrons per laser pulse for thefirst and second
photocurrent channel. The integration along the energy axis gives the total current for a given distance and bias voltage. The energy
axis is given relative to the bias voltage, i.e. the Fermi level in the tip.
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and 0.8–1.5 eV for regular tunneling and photocurrent, respectively. (4) Field emission and scattering
resonances enforce the appearance of amodulated contour evident bymultiple peaks and shoulders around the
potential barriermaxima for larger distances and higher bias voltages (compare, e.g. 4.0 and 8.0 V for 1 pA).

Analyzing the current composition as a function of laser power6 (figure 5(b)) shows that I1has a significant
contribution for lower laser powers. The average charge transferred per channel can be increased up to a few tens
of electrons per laser pulse by increasing the incident power (indicated as numbers in figures 4(e) and 5(b)).

Discussion

The results presented in this paper, specifically the determination of the effective electron distributions, yield
insights into the transportmechanism responsible for photocurrents in STMunder fs-laser illumination. The
main experimental features are reproduced, and the findings suggestmultiphoton absorption processes leading
to the population of higher-energy electron states (hot electrons) close to the potential barriermaximum.Open
questions involve the possible participation of higher-order photon absorption, the role of lower-energy initial
states (d-band), and transfer ratemodifications due to quantum coupling of electronic states (quenching of
radiative resonances).

Figure 5. (a)Three examples of the experimental I z( ) curves (black dots) for the average laser powers of 1.0, 2.5 and 4.3 mWand the
corresponding simulation results (solid lines). (b)Representations of the energetic composition of the current for three distances (0.0,
0.2 and 0.6 nm, columns) and for the three average laser powers in (a) (rows). Note the changing of the x-axis scaling. As infigure 4(e)
colors assign to the current channels: regular tunneling (gray),first (magenta) and second (blue) photocurrent contribution. Barrier
potentialmaxima are indicated by the dashed black lines. The numbers indicate the partial current in the unit of electrons per laser
pulse.

6
Note that here we use constant displacements instead of constant currents (as infigure 4(e)). The z-shift correctionsΔz are ofminor

magnitude and, therefore, currents at a constant tip displacement are comparable.
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As former studies demonstrated, thermally induced tip expansiondue to thepulsed illuminationhavebeen a
major issue for combining STMand fs-laser excitation, since they canobscure the electronic signal by the
oscillatory altering of the gapwidth by a certain amount of dz texp( ) and its strong impact on the exponential tunnel
current [1]. The tip expansion can result in amechanical tip-sample contact, which causes instabilities and tip and
sample structuring [72].However, for the low laserfluences used in this experiment, we canneglect any contact
formation (as demonstrated infigure 3). Themagnitude of dz texp( ) canbe estimated from theoretical and
experimental studies,whichdemonstratemonotonically decreasing values for high repetition rates7 [73, 74]. In
addition, by assuming an exponential current-distance relation k d~ - +I z t z z t, exp 2 exp( ) ( [ ( )])we see that for
themeasured time-averaged signal,

kd< > = < - > =I z t z t I z c I z, exp 2 , 5t texp exp( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )

only amodification of the amplitude by a constant factor »c 1exp is present (assuming dz texp( ) independent of
z). Hence, an oscillatory tip expansion dz texp( ) cannot explain the found reducedABH.

We conducted several validation experiments that exclude a strong thermal impact on the observed current-
distance dependencies. First of all, the negative biasmeasurements (figure A4 in the appendix ‘Bias voltage
dependentmeasurements’) show a strong rectification effect, i.e. even for negative setpoint currents (electron
transfer to the tip)wefind a positive current contribution (electron transfer to the sample)when retracting the
tip out of the regular tunneling regime. Secondly, we do notfind any signal for laser s-polarization. Finally, the
signal is confined to an area that is a factor of 5–6 smaller than the focal spot size (demonstrated by the focal scan
in the left inset offigure 1(c)). This is a strong indication of the nonlinearity of the photo-driven current and
contradicts a thermal expansion effect which, in contrast, is expected to be governed by linear absorption.

Our experiments have been operated in the perturbative regimewith low-order nonlinear transitions. By
contrast, strong-field effects are expected to play amajor role for laser powers increased by about a factor of 10
compared to those in our experiments [36, 64]. Performing STMmeasurements under such conditions, laser-
power-dependent ABHs have been observed [55]. In the limit ofmuch lower intensities, continuous-wave
illuminationmay change the transfermechanism to plasmon-assisted resonant tunneling, as recently
demonstrated by FER shifts of one photon energy [84].We do not observe such shifts, presumably due to a
broader electron energy distribution and the smaller photo-driven contribution to the total current (see figure
A5 in the appendix ‘Bias voltage dependentmeasurements’).

Both the experimental and theoretical approach can be further extended.On the one hand, pump-probe
schemes have the potential to give access to the temporal evolution of the electron distribution [85]. On the other
hand, additionalmodeling, including the distance dependent plasmonic field, electronic band structures, the
three-dimensional transient field distribution as well as the relaxation dynamics (Landau damping, electron–
electron and electron-phonon scattering) promise further information on the specific electronic pathways
under fs illumination [86, 87].

Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated photo-driven electron transfer through the tunnel junction of a scanning
tunnelingmicroscope. Under gap illumination, this current is evident by tip retraction curves with additional
contributions distinguished by a strongly reduced apparent barrier height leading to a long decaying current
compared to regular tunneling. The analysis of power dependentmeasurements suggests amultiphoton
absorptionmechanismwhere the electrons are excited to levels a few 100 ofmeV around the potential barrier
maximum.Neither the laser power nor the bias voltage strongly affects theABH in themeasured range. The
electron excitation to the high energies is provided by the plasmonically enhanced field, albeit its distance
dependency does not explain the observed decay length scales. Simulations based on a one-dimensional
potential barriermodel and a time-averaged effective electron occupation are able to reproduce the central
features of the current-distance dependencies. By this, we identify the involved energy domains fromwhich the
transfer channels are established and find a high-energy distribution in the vicinity of the potential barrier
maximum to be the dominant contribution. Prospectively, this could provide an ultrafast excitation procedure
with high-energy electrons in a nearlyfield-free environment, e.g. to disentangle field- and particle-driven
chemical reactions ofmolecules.

7
Most of the presented data wasmeasuredwith laser average powers between 1 and 10 mW.The resulting fluences are severalmagnitudes

below the contact formation threshold given in [72].Moreover, the amplitude of the oscillating tip expansion is expected to be in the sub-
Ångström regime as estimated from theoretical and experimental studies [73, 74].
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Appendix

A.1.Methods
A.1.1. Experimental setup. Figure A1 illustrates the experimental setup. ATitanium-Sapphire laser oscillator
(Coherent Vitara T-HP) provides laser pulses with 80MHz repetition rate. The laser spectrumhas a center
wavelength of 785 nmand a bandwidth of 60 nm (see spectrum in the inset). A pair of a remotely rotatable half-
wave plate and afilm polarizer is used to set the laser polarization and average power. The polarization is chosen
to be p-polarized (aligned along the tip’s symmetry axis), unless otherwise stated. The beamwidth is increased by
a factor offivewith a telescope arrangement resulting in a focus diameter of 18 μm in the STMafter passing a
plano-convex lens ( f=200 mm). A precise positioning and raster scanning of the focus is achieved by remotely
moving the focusing lens with a 3D-translation stage.

An active beam stabilization system consisting of a beamposition detector on the STMplatform and a piezo
actuatedmirror on the optical table is implemented to prevent pointing caused by the relativemovement
between both table and platform.Optionally aMichelson-type interferometer can be inserted into the beam line
by replacing the centralmirrorwith a 90° turned beam splitter (dashed section infigure A1).With this we
estimated the pulse duration to be 70 fs in the STMchamber from autocorrelation traces (see appendix
‘Interferometric autocorrelation’).

We used a home-built UHV scanning tunnelingmicroscopewith ´ -5 10 mbar11 of base pressure for the
experiments. The system is cooledwith liquid nitrogen down to 80 K.Currents are converted to voltage signals
by an I–V-converter (1 V nA−1)with a bandwidth of 1 kHz.Hence, the STM feedback control is not affected by
the 80MHzmodulation of the laser oscillator and only a time averaged signal is recorded. The bias voltage is
connected to the sample, while the tip is grounded. Viewports allow for an optical access for the laser
illumination and themonitoring of the tip and focus position via aCCDcamera (figure 1(a)).

A.1.2. Tip and sample preparation. Goldwires (250 μm in diameter) are annealed in vacuumwith 750 °C for
several hours. This increases themean grain size and leads to quasi-single-crystalline apex sections for the final
tips. Afterwards a tapered end is achieved by electrochemical etchingwith 37%hydrochloric acid and
subsequently the tips are cleanedwith iso-2-propanol and distilled water. Shape and surface quality aswell as
apex radii are checked by scanning electronmicroscopy (details e.g. in [60, 88]).Moderate annealing at 150 °C
for 72 h is conducted to clean the tip surface in theUHVduring a preparation chamber bake-out. Cu(100)

Figure A1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup.M:mirror, CM: centralmirror, BS: beam splitter, HWP: half-wave plate,
PCL: plano-convex lens, BPD: beamposition detector, CCD: charge-coupled device. The inset shows the laser output spectrum.
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treatment comprisesmultiple cycles of argon ion sputtering (700 V) and annealing (350 °C–400 °C) of single
crystals. Finally, 0.1–0.2monolayers of germaniumhave been evaporated by electron beam evaporation.

A.2. Apparent barrier height
In general, thework function of amaterial is the central quantity defining the potential barrier for an electron
that transfers from the cathode to the anode. For sub-nanometer gaps between both electrodes this barrier is
stronglymodified in its shape and height. In this case, the characteristic quantity of electron transport is the
apparent barrier height (ABH)which is ameasure of the effective potential:

F =


z
m

d I

dz8

ln
, A1

e
ABH

2 2

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ( )

where me is the electronmass [61]. For an exponential current representation ( k~ -I z zexp 2( ) ( )) the ABH
simplifies to kF =  m2 ,eABH

2 2/ with the decay constant k.

A.3. Start point correction
In conventional STM, the absolute tip-sample distance z0 is determined by the parameters bias voltageUB and
setpoint current I .SP In our experiments, the start point is also a function of the laser power P, since the photo-
driven signal has a pronounced tip-sample distance dependency.We take this circumstance into account by
introducing a distanceDz > 0.Qualitatively, for a given distance, the current increases when increasingUB or P
and, in conclusion, the tip has to be retracted byDz from the sample in order to keep the setpoint current
constant.

In our experiments, we did power I zP( ) and voltage I zUB
( ) dependentmeasurements for given setpoint

currents and corrected the data sets by extractingDz P( ) from the bi-exponential fits and by using a separate
Dz UB( )measurement for the power and bias voltage dependentmeasurements, respectively (figures 1(b) and
2(a)).While aminor correction of 0.05 nm is determined for the highest laser power compared to the lowest
one,D =z 1.2 nm is found for a voltage change from2 to 8 V (see top inset offigure 2(a)).

A.4. Interferometric autocorrelation
Wemeasured interferometric autocorrelation traces for the two scenarios of a free-standing tip (∼1 μmtip-
sample distance) and for tunnel contact (figures A2(a) and (b)) by utilizing double pulses with a variable delay
provided by aMichelson-type interferometer (see appendix A.1). Both interferometer arms have the same laser
average power and are collinearly interfering at the apex or at the tunnel junction. In order tomeasure only the
photo-driven current, the tip is retracted at each delay step by 0.7 nmwith respect to the setpoint (no regular
tunneling) and the photocurrent is recorded. I z( ) curves demonstrate for amaximal pulse overlap andwithout

Figure A2. Interferometric autocorrelation traces of the photo-induced current for the two scenarios of a free-standing tip (a) and a tip
in tunnel contact (b). (a)The tip is retracted by roughly 1 μmfrom the surface. The two pulses are collinearly superimposed on the tip
apex. From this autocorrelation the pulse length is estimated to be∼70 fs FWHM. (b) For each delay the STM feedback control is
switched off and the tip is retracted by 0.7 nm to insure a pure optical signal as evident by tip displacementmeasurements for none and
maximal pulse overlap (inset).
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a pulse overlap that the photocurrent isfinite and regular tunneling is dominant providing a quasi-constant
reference distance z0 at each delay step (see inset infigure A2(b)). As in the power dependentmeasurement in
figure 2, the setpoint distance z0 only varies in a sub-Ångström regime for different delays.

From the traces we found peak-to-background ratios (PBR) of∼68 and∼31 for the free-standing tip and for
tunnel contact, respectively, which indicates the high nonlinearity n of both situations: under ideal experimental
conditions the PBR is equal to -2 .n2 1 This implies an effective nonlinearity of =n 3.54 for the free-standing tip
and =n 2.97 for the tunnel contact. These values are within the variations, whichwe observed in the power
dependentmeasurements and support that we have a lower nonlinear order in the tunnel contact compared to a

Figure A3.Comparison of current-distance dependencies with (dots) andwithout (crosses) illumination of the tunnel junction for six
different bias voltages. In the former case the average laser power is =P 3.4 mW (same data as infigure 2(a)). The y-axis has a
logarithmic scale. For clarity the curves are shifted vertically and only data points exceeding the noise level are plotted. For simplicity,
no displacement correction due to different start points is applied.

Figure A4.Tip-distance dependencies for positive and negative bias voltages ranging from−2.2 to 2.2 V. The data weremeasured
with laser excitation ( =P 8.4 mW) and a setpoint current of 500 pA. Importantly, I z( ) curves for negative bias voltages show a
pronounced positive current regime (shaded areas) evidencing electron transport from the tip to the sample, despite the negative
setpoint. This rectification effect is clearly observable for bias voltages down to−1V. At some point, a negative photocurrent
contribution originating from the sample surface conceals the positive current from the tip resulting in a negative net photocurrent.
For visibility, only a segment of the actualmeasured range is shown (no displacement correction is applied).
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free-standing tip. The value of »n 3 for the tunnel contactmight be somewhat overestimated due to thermal tip
expansion changes induced by the intensity oscillations in the interfering pulses.

A.5. Bias voltage dependentmeasurements
A.5.1. Field emission resonances. Awell-known phenomenon for large bias voltagesUB is the contribution of
image states in front of the surface of a conducting sample to the tunneling current [68, 69, 71, 90] (seeDz UB( )
spectra infigures 2(a) andA5). Thesefield emission resonances (FER) are characterized by an increased
conductivity for the bias voltagematching the FER energy [91]. Considering aV-shaped potential landscape,
such as an image potential, the corresponding electronic states exhibit a hydrogen-like energy spectrum [92].

Figure A5. (a)Tip retraction, i.e. start position change, as a function of bias voltage in the range of 2.0–8.6 Vwith (solid red line) and
without (dashed black line) optical excitation of the tunnel junction. The current was kept constant at 100 pA. (b)The derivative with
respect to the bias voltage of the curves in (a). Image potential states are evident by the three peaks at 5.0, 6.9 and 8.0 V. Apparently, the
fs-laser pulses do not have a strong impact on the curves, especially, the position and shape of thefield emission resonances are
unaffected.

Figure A6.Distance dependency of the plasmonicfield enhancement (gap plasmon) E E n
nf 0

2( )/ calculatedwith a coupled dipole
approximation for tip radii between 5 and 100 nm.Dielectric functions for the gold tip (et ) and copper sample (es) for awavelength of
785 nmhave been taken from [89]. Note that we incorporated the nonlinear order of n=2.5 extracted from the experimental data.
The numbers indicate the reduction factor between 0.7 and 3.2 nm,which is the experimentally investigated interval.
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STM studies found amodification of the image potential energies due to the Stark shift caused by the static
electric field between tip and sample [68, 70].

The FER appear at bias voltages of 5.0, 6.6, and 7.7 V, as evident from the peaks in the Dz U Ud dB B( ( ))/
spectrum (bottom inset offigure 2(a)). The increased conductivity at the resonances causes slight deviations
from the typical exponential form in the regular tunneling regime (e.g. 6.8 and 8.0 V infigure 2(a)). The potential
sensitivity of the FER spectrum (and as a consequence the dependency from the tip-sample distance)
qualitatively explains the curve shape deviations.

A.6. Near-field enhancement
The electromagnetic field enhancement of a tip-sample system illuminatedwith a planewave E0 propagating in
¢x -direction and polarized along the z’-direction (inset figure A6) can bemodeledwith a sphere of radius RT

representing the tip apex in front of a surface. The electromagnetic response of the sphere is described by a dipole

Figure A8 Scheme of the one-dimensional potential barriermodel used for the calculation of the electron transmission probability.
The complex amplitudes of the incoming A ,I reflected AR and transmitted AT wave function are illustrated as black arrows. The
applied values for thework functions and inner potentials of tip and sample are listed in table A1.

Figure A7.Current-distance dependency (black dots) for higher-power apex illumination (34.3 mW). The observed current decay
length ismuch longer compared to the low-powermeasurements infigures 1 and 2. At large displacements the current converges to an
effective constant value of 0.4 pA. Importantly, there is no regular tunneling at the setpoint value. The coupled dipolemodel (CDM)
fits a nonlinear order of = n 4.4 0.2 and a tip radius of 28 2 nm (red line).

Table A1.Thematerial parameters used for the
transmission probability simulation.

Name Symbol Value

Samplework function FS 4.5 eV

Sample inner potential U0,S -7.0 eV

Tipwork function FT 5.1 eV

Tip inner potential U0,T -9.2 eV

Sample Fermi energy EF,S 0 eV
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moment. This, in turn, induces its image dipole in the sample fromwhich an effective dipolemoment can be
calculated [80]. The superposition of both dipolar fields with the incident planewave gives the totalfield
distribution [93]. Evaluating the field at the tip apex ( ¢ = ¢ =x z z0, gap) delivers an algebraic relation for the
¢z -component of the totalfield ~ + -E z Rnf gap T

3( ) [29]. Figure A6 presents the tip-sample distance
dependency calculatedwith the coupled dipolemodel (CDM) for a nonlinear process (~ E n

nf
2∣ ∣ ) of the order of

=n 2.5 and tip radii between 5 and 100 nm.

A.7. Transportmodel
For the calculation of the transmission probabilityT , a one-dimensional barriermodel, composed of the three
regions (tip, gap and sample) is used (figure 4(a) andfigure A8). The tip and sample are assumed to befield free,
i.e. constant potentials of +U eUT0, B andU0,S for the tip and sample (U j0, is the inner potential), respectively.
The total potentialV(z′) inside the gap is the result of the superposition of the image potentials for both tip and
sample, and the linear potential drop due to the bias voltage and thework function differences. Effective surface
positions for the tip and sample are applied to fulfill continuous boundary conditions at ¢ =z 0 and ¢ =z zgap

[91, 94].Within a scattering approach, the Schrödinger equation is solved numerically by theNumerovmethod
with the usual assumption of continuously differentiable wave function transitions [82, 91]. From the complex
wave function amplitudes the transmission probability is calculated [83]. A schematic illustration of the real part
of awave function is given infigure 4(a): regionswith E> V(z′) (tip and sample) are characterized by an
oscillatorywaveformwhile thewave function inside the gap (E< V(z′)) decays exponentially.

Both, tip and samplematerial, are assumed to have a constant local density of states. The sample temperature
is set to 0 K.

The optimization procedure of the free parameters in the effective occupation functionwas implemented in
Matlab. In advance, the absolute gapwidth z0 wasfitted for a representative data set and has been fixed for all
following simulation iterations. In addition, a slight offset of the order of a few tens to a few hundreds ofmeV
was added to the energy intervals Ej in order tomatch the actual work function of the tip.We found that the
energywidthsDE1 andDE2—corresponding to the temperature of the two photo-driven contributions to the
effective occupation distribution—attain values of several tens to a few hundreds ofmeV, which is equivalent to
1000–2000K. These high values are necessary to somewhatflatten out the effects of scattering and field emission
resonances.
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